In this paper, we review the maximum likelihood method for estimating the statistical parameters which specify a probabilistic model and show that it generally gives an optimal estimator with minimum mean square error asymptotically. Thus, for most applications in information sciences, the maximum likelihood estimation suffices. Fisher information matrix, which defines the orthogonality between parameters in a probabilistic model, naturally arises from the maximum likelihood estimation. As the inverse of the Fisher information matrix gives the covariance matrix for the estimation errors of the parameters, the orthogonalization of the parameters guarantees that the estimates of the parameters distribute independently from each other. The theory of information geometry provides procedures to diagonalize parameters globally or at all parameter values at least for the exponential and mixture families of distributions. The global orthogonalization gives a simplified and better view for statistical inference and, for example, makes it possible to perform a statistical test for each unknown parameter separately. Therefore, for practical applications, a good start is to examine if the probabilistic model under study belongs to these families.
Introduction
Mathematical modeling provides a powerful way to understand and forecast natural phenomena. While differential equations work for modeling time evolutions of the systems whose mechanisms are clear and deterministic [17, 25, 29] , probabilistic models are needed to treat unclear and stochastic phenomena appropriately [8-11, 15, 26] .
When we want to get some useful information for stochastic events, it is quite helpful to have statistical distributions of the events. Although drawing histograms helps to find a tendency in data, it requires a lot of observations to obtain a smooth and reliable estimate of the distribution. Thus, it is in general more convenient to use a parametric model to estimate the distribution when any constraints on the shape of the distribution are known. In this case, a distribution is estimated by specifying a set of statistical parameters based on the observed data.
The most natural and popular way to estimate the parameters is the maximum likelihood estimation where the parameter values that are most likely to generate the observed data [8, 28] are chosen. As far as applications to information sciences are concerned, the maximum likelihood estimation gives an optimal estimator for most problems.
A metric, Fisher information matrix, naturally arises in the maximum likelihood estimation as a measure of independency between estimated parameters [2, 3, 6, 23] . As the inverse of the Fisher information matrix gives the covariance matrix for the estimation errors of the parameters, the orthogonalization of the parameters guarantees that the estimates of the parameters distribute independently from each other. However, diagonalizing Fisher matrix by linear algebra ''locally'' or at specific parameter values does not make sense because the parameter values are unknown and to be estimated.
The theory of information geometry tells us how to find an orthogonal parametrization for many probabilistic models including the exponential and mixture families, where the new parameters are orthogonal to each other ''globally'' or at all parameter values. This global orthogonalization gives a simplified and better view for statistical inference and, for example, makes it possible to perform a statistical test for each unknown parameter independently.
In these lecture notes, after we review some basic properties of the maximum likelihood estimation, we will discuss Fisher information matrix and demonstrate how to diagonalize it for specific examples.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
The maximum likelihood method is the most popular way to estimate the parameter which specifies a probability function PðX ¼ xjÞ of a discrete stochastic variable X (or a probability density function pðxjÞ of a continuous stochastic variable X) based on the observations x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n which were independently sampled from the distribution. Note that for a continuous stochastic variable X, the probability density function pðxjÞ satisfies
The maximum likelihood estimate is the value which maximize the likelihood function which is defined by
when X is a discrete stochastic variable and
LðÞ ¼ Å n i¼1 pðx i jÞ ¼ pðx 1 jÞpðx 2 jÞ Á Á Á pðx n jÞ; ð3Þ
when X is a continuous stochastic variable. That is, the maximum likelihood estimation chooses the model parameter which is the most likely to generate the observed data.
The maximum likelihood estimation is a heart of mathematical statistics and many beautiful theorems prove its optimality rigorously under certain regularity conditions [8, 28] as we will see in the next chapter. Therefore, as far as the applications to information sciences are concerned, the maximum likelihood estimation works and suffices for most problems.
Example: Hypergeometric distribution
Let us try to estimate the total number N of raccoons in Mt. Aoba by the capture-recapture method [10] . First, N 1 raccoons are captured, labeled and then released. Next, r raccoons are randomly captured. Then the probability that x out of r captured raccoons are labeled is given by
Note that there are ð Figure 1 shows that LðNÞ has the maximum atN N ¼ 89. Actually, this result can be also derived analytically by considering if
LðNÞ
LðNÀ1Þ is larger than 1. In fact, the ratio,
gets smaller than 1 when N > N 1 r x ¼ 89:28571. This leads toN N ¼ 89 because N must be an integer. Finally, note that this example has all discrete variables and only one observation for X. 
(Counter)example: Normal distribution
Let us try to estimate the mean and the variance of a normal distribution:
When X 1 ; X 2 ; Á Á Á ; X n are sampled from the distribution independently, the likelihood for each observation is given by
. . .
Sometimes this is rewritten as X i $ N ð; Þ for simplicity. The likelihood L is defined by
Instead of maximizing the likelihood L itself, one can maximize the log likelihood without loss of generality: 
Note that taking log simplifies the calculation as we will see because the product turns to a sum. At the parameter values ð ; Þ which maximize the log likelihood, the derivative of the log likelihood with respect to and should be zero:
where
Thus, we have
By solving the equations for and , we obtain
Note that is biased, that is, not correct on average. It is widely known that
works as an unbiased estimator of [8] . The difference between the two estimators is the normalization factors, n and n À 1. We discuss the optimality of the maximum likelihood estimator in the large limit of n in the next section. However, for finite n, no theorem guarantees the optimality of the maximum likelihood estimator. Note that the ratio of the above two estimators gets negligible in the large n limit:
suggesting that the maximum likelihood estimator for can be optimal only asymptotically (that is, in the large n limit).
Optimality of Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In the last chapter we introduced the maximum likelihood estimator as a natural way for parameter estimation. However, we did not discuss the performance of the maximum likelihood estimator there. Here we briefly review three good properties of the maximum likelihood estimation [8, 28] which are summarized in Table 2 . Although these theorems assume certain regularity conditions, here we only mention that the conditions are mild and satisfied in most cases.
Consistency (asymptotic correctness)
The first property is that in the large limit of the number of observation n, the estimate goes to the true value . This property is essential for an estimator. As there is a counterexample for finite n as we saw in the last example, here we discuss the consistency in the large n limit. Instead of the maximization of the log-likelihood, let us consider the maximization of the log-likelihood subtracted by a constant without loss of generality:
where the arrow means the limit of large number of observations n and the summation was replaced by the integral with pðxjÞ as a weight there:
Here we use the fact that the Kullback-Leibler divergence
takes the minimum value 0 only when p 1 ðxÞ ¼ p 2 ðxÞ. Therefore the maximum of the log-likelihood is obtained only at ¼ .
Asymptotic normality:
The second property is that the maximum likelihood estimate ðX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X n Þ is normal-distributed when X's are random samples from pðxjÞ. For clarity, imagine that is obtained for EACH realization of a set of observations X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X n . Thus, say, if a set of n observations of X is sampled repeatedly 100 times, 100 estimates 's are obtained. The theorem says that the distribution of is a normal distribution. The variance of the normal distribution or the estimation error is actually minimum among all possible estimators as we will see in the third theorem. This second theorem can be used, for example, when statistical tests are performed on by assuming the normal shape. In addition, in information geometry, this theorem guarantees that only the covariance or orthogonality matters for the distribution of .
Here we only prove for the case when is one dimensional or a scalar for educational purposes, although it is easy to extend the proof to general cases.
When the number of observation n is large and the estimate is close to the true value , the definitional equation of can be Taylor-expanded by ( À ) to the first order:
where the Fisher information is defined as
The righthand side turns out to be normal-distributed, N ð0; 1 n I À1 Þ by the central limit theorem for
log pðX i jÞ. The central limit guarantees that the mean of a sufficiently large number of independent random variables will be (approximately) normally distributed [8, 10] . Note that the mean is zero because of the consistency of the estimation, or, by using
The variance is derived as
Thus, $ N ð;
Note that the variance decreases with increasing n. This result can also be represented as ffiffi ffi n p ð À Þ $ N ð0; I À1 Þ in the large n limit. The Fisher information I denotes the precision of the estimation because its inverse is the variance of the estimation error.
Two technical notes: (1) I is called Fisher information or Fisher information matrix for multiple dimensional cases. It is essentially the inner product defined on a space of functions with pðxjÞ as a weight:
The ''Taylor expansion'' used above is called delta method and a very basic technique in statistics. Many important results for the large limit of the number of observations are ''asymptotically'' derived by using the delta method [8, 28] .
Efficiency (minimum variance)
The third property is that the maximum likelihood estimator has the minimum mean variance of estimation error among any other estimator which are unbiased (correct on average). This is derived by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
For simplicity, let us consider the one dimensional case where is a scalar for educational purposes. Then we have
log pðx i jÞ
Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
According to this Cramer-Rao theorem, the variance of ANY unbiased estimator is at least ðnIÞ À1 . Meamwhile, the maximum likelihood estimator attains this lower bound (the equality holds!). Thus, the maximum likelihood estimator is one of the best estimator among all the estimators.
Finally, note that for multidimensional cases of , I À1 means the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. And the inequality means the positive-(semi)definiteness of the matrix.
Example: Binomial distribution
The probability of having X heads out of n trials of coin tosses is given by the binomial distribution:
where the parameter denotes the probability of having a head in a single trial. The maximum likelihood estimator is given by solving
Thus we have,
Naturally, the estimate is the sample frequency of the head. Next, let us consider how reliable this estimate is. By similar calculations as above, the Fisher information is given by
where E½X ¼ n and Var½X ¼ nð1 À Þ were used. Thus, the mean AE the standard deviation can be written aŝ
In Fig. 3 , the histogram of for repeated realizations of X when n ¼ 100 and ¼ 0:6 is plotted. That is, ðX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X 10000 Þ are independently sampled from the binomial distribution with n ¼ 100 and ¼ 0:6. Then estimates are i ¼
100 . Note that in this example, we have only one observation in each estimation. The histogram of was plotted in Fig. 3 .
Another way to utilize the Fisher information I is to perform a statistical test. If a null hypothesis is ¼ 0 , then, should be distributed around 0 :
Note that the variance shrinks with the number of observations n, indicating that the more observations the more reliable the estimate should be. For example, when the null hypothesis is 0 ¼ 0:5, the (two-sigma) confidence interval (almost p ¼ 0:05) is given by
If the true value is ¼ 0:6 as in Fig. 3 , for half cases exceeds 0.6 and, then, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Example: Gamma distribution with conventional coordinates
The gamma distribution is often used for the distribution of the inter-event time intervals [18] [19] [20] [21] and other unimodal distributions of positive variables (x > 0):
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The likelihood L is defined by
At the parameter value ð ; Þ which maximize the log likelihood, the derivative of the log likelihood with respect to and should be zero: 
Thus,
log X i ; and;
That is, the maximum likelihood estimates are obtained by solving the following equations numerically:
and;
The first equation can be solved for uniquely as the left hand side of the equation is the monotonic function of as shown in Fig. 3 . Then, is obtained from the second equation.
The following formulae help to compute the Fisher information matrix: 
The Fisher information matrix is given by Z pðxj; Þ @ log pðxj; Þ @ @ log pðxj; Þ @ dx 
and Z pðxj; Þ @ log pðxj; Þ @ @ log pðxj; Þ @ dx
That is
In Fig. 4 , the maximum likelihood estimates ð ; Þ for repeated realizations of a set of 100X's are plotted. That is, ðX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X 100 Þ are independently sampled from the gamma distributions with ¼ 2 and ¼ 2 and the estimates were computed. For each estimation, a point was plotted in ð ; Þ-plane. The estimation was repeated many times. The covariance matrix estimated from the numerical simulation in Fig. 4 There are small discrepancies between the numerical and theoretical values, probably, because the number of samples (¼ 100) is not large enough.
Example: Gamma distribution with mixed coordinates
Let us transform the parameters as ¼ ; and;
We will discuss how this transformation was found later in Sec. 4. The distriution with the new parameters is given by
Then the maximum likelihood estimation is given by
Actually, the maximum likelihood estimator is invariant under parameter transformations in general and, thus, the following relations hold for the maximum likelihood estimators of the gamma distribution:
That is, the Fisher information matrix is diagonal for ANY parameter values:
The result that Var½ ¼ 1 n 2 is natural, because just scales the entire distribution uniformly and is a regularity parameter. In fact, the larger , the similar X's are. When is large enough the distribution looks normal, and, in the large limit of , the distribution becomes almost a delta function. Thus, by estimating , one can know how reliable the estimate of is: Var½ ¼ 
There are small discrepancies between the numerical and theoretical values, probably, because the number of samples (¼ 100) is not large enough. Note that and are independent from each other. Therefore, error bars can be plotted separately for and . That is, a statistical test can be performed for each variable independently.
Example: Log linear model with naive coordinates
Let X and Y be stochastic variables which are binary such as codes, spins, or neuronal activities [24] . The two variables are not necessarily independent and, thus, can be correlated. There are four types of events:
ðX; YÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ; ðX; YÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ; ðX; YÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ; and; ðX; YÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ:
Then, the statistical model can be specified by P 00 , P 01 , P 10 , and P 11 ¼ 1 À P 00 À P 01 À P 10 and written as PðX ¼ x; Y ¼ yjP 00 ; P 01 ; P 10 Þ ¼ P 00 ð1 À xÞð1 À yÞ þ P 01 ð1 À xÞy þ P 10 xð1 À yÞ þ P 11 xy: 
The maximum likelihood estimator should satisfy
P 00 À P ðobsÞ 11
P 01 À P ðobsÞ 11 P 11 ; and;
P 10 À P ðobsÞ 11
where p ðobsÞ XY denotes the observed frequency. That iŝ P P 00 ¼ P ðobsÞ 00 ; P P 01 ¼ P ðobsÞ 01 ; and; P P 10 ¼ P
Thus, the naive parameters are estimated naturally based on frequencies. By using X 2 ¼ X; and;
the Fisher information matrix is obtained as E @ log PðX; YÞ @P 00 @ log PðX; YÞ
; and; E @ log PðX; YÞ @P 01 @ log PðX; YÞ
That is,
Note that the Fisher information matrix is not (block) diagonal.
Example: Log linear model with -coordinates
For the log linear model, instead of ðP 00 ; P 01 ; P 10 Þ, one can use
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as new coordinates or parameters. Note that there are only three degree of freedom for parameters and the parameter transformation from ðP 00 ; P 01 ; P 10 Þ to ð 1 ; 2 ; 12 Þ is one-to-one:
Then, the statistical model can be written as
The maximum likelihood estimator is obtained by the invariance aŝ 
By using @ log Pðx; yÞ
Pðx; yÞ ; @ log Pðx; yÞ
Pðx; yÞ ; and;
@ log Pðx; yÞ
the Fisher information matrix is obtained as
; and; E @ log PðX; YÞ @ 12 @ log PðX; YÞ
The Fisher information matrix is not (block) diagonal, again.
Consider another coordinate system:
where ÉðÞ ¼ logð1 þ e 1 þ e 2 þ e 1 þ 2 þ 3 Þ ¼ À log P 00 is a normalization factor. The name ''log linear model'' originates from this form. 's can be explicitly writen by the naive coordinates P ij .
1 ¼ log P 10 P 00 ;
2 ¼ log P 01 P 00 ; and;
170 MIURA 3 ¼ log P 11 P 00 P 01 P 10 :
By using,
Þ; and;
and E½X ¼ P 10 þ P 11 etc., the Fisher information matrix is obtained as
ÞðP 00 þ P 01 Þ P 11 À ðP 11 þ P 01 ÞðP 11 þ P 10 Þ P 11 ðP 00 þ P 01 Þ P 11 À ðP 11 þ P 01 ÞðP 11 þ P 10 Þ ðP 11 þ P 01 ÞðP 00 þ P 10 Þ P 11 ðP 00 þ P 10 Þ P 11 ðP 00 þ P 01 Þ P 11 ðP 00 þ P 10 Þ
The Fisher information matrix is not (block) diagonal.
Counter example: Uniform distribution
Let us consider the uniform distribution [8] :
When X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X n are sampled from pðxjÞ, the maximum likelihood estimator Y is
The Cramer-Rao theorem says
for any unbiased estimator . Because the density function of Y is f ðyjÞ ¼ ny nÀ1 n ; ð91Þ
let us use an unbiased estimator
instead of Y itself. Then,
Apparently, this VIOLATES the Cramer-Rao inequality.
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Actually, in the derivation of the Cramer-Rao inequality, the exchangeability of derivative and integral were assumed and used. That is, when a parameter specifies the region of integral, the Cramer-Rao inequality does not necessarily holds.
Appendix. Invariance of maximum likelihood estimation under parameter transformation
Another merit of the maximum likelihood estimation is that the result does not depend on the coordinates or parameter sets used.
For example, the parameters of the gamma distribution can be transformed from ð; Þ to ð; Þ. When ¼ and
¼ ð95Þ
are satisfied, the two distribution pðxj; Þ and pðxj; Þ have exactly the same function form pðxÞ.
As the maximum likelihood estimation tries to estimate the form of the density function pðxÞ from observations, the estimates using different parameter sets give the same result. That is, the following ''invariance'' holds for the estimators:
¼ and
Thus the result is independent from parameter sets. Although there are choices for parametrization, the reality or the function form of the distribution is invariant. This allows us to change parameters or coordinates and play around. In this way, the maximum likelihood estimation is compatible with the information geometry, where parameters are transformed so that the Fisher matrix for the new parameter set is diagonal.
Exponential Family and Parameter Orthogonalization
For the exponential family,
a parameter transform which diagonalize the Fisher information matrix exists [5, 6] . Thus, for practical applications, it is worth testing if the probabilistic model one considers belongs to this family. The exponential family includes normal, gamma, beta, binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial distributions and shares many nice statistical properties [8] . New coordinates (or parameters) 's can be defined as
Because it can be easily proved that
it is a good idea to use mixed coordinates such as ð 1 ; 2 Þ or ð 1 ; 2 Þ instead of -coordinates ð 1 ; 2 Þ or -coordinates ð 1 ; 2 Þ.
Example: Gamma distribution
Consider the gamma distribution with the conventional coordinates:
This belongs to the exponential family because one can take 1 ¼ À 
Thus, the mixture coordinates ð 1 þ 1; 2 Þ ¼ ð; Þ ¼ ð; Þ give a diagonal Fisher information matrix. Note that the matrix is diagonal at any point of the coordinates ð; Þ. That is, the Fisher information matrix was globally diagonalized by the parameter transformation.
Mixture Family and Parameter Orthogonalization
For the mixture family, pðxjÞ ¼ X i q i ðxÞ þ 1 À X i q 0 ðxÞ; ð103Þ a parameter transform which diagonalize the Fisher information matrix exists [5, 6] . Thus, for practical applications, it is worth testing if the probabilistic model one considers belongs to this family. Note that a mixture family appears in a doubly stochastic process where a (hidden) index i is chosen with probability i and then x is generated by q i ðxÞ. New coordinates (or parameters) 's can be defined as
where ðÞ is the negative entropy
it is a good idea to use mixed coordinates such as ð 1 ; 2 Þ or ð 1 ; 2 Þ instead of a -coordinates ð 1 ; 2 Þ or -coordinates ð 1 ; 2 Þ.
Example: Log linear model
Consider the log linear model with the coordinates:
PðX ¼ x; Y ¼ yjÞ ¼ ð1 À 1 À 2 þ 12 Þð1 À xÞð1 À yÞ þ 1 xð1 À yÞ þ 2 yð1 À xÞ þ 12 ðx þ y À 3xyÞ: ð107Þ
This belongs to the mixture family because one can take 0 ¼ 1 À 1 À 2 þ 12 ; q 0 ðx; yÞ ¼ ð1 À xÞð1 À yÞ; 
Thus, the mixture coordinates ð 1 ; 2 ; 3 Þ give a (block-)diagonal Fisher information matrix. Again, 1 ¼ P 10 þ P 11 ;
2 ¼ P 01 þ P 11 ; and;
3 ¼ log P 10 P 01 P 00 P 11 :
The Fisher information matrix is given by 
Note that the Fisher information matrix is block diagonal.
Remarks
In this paper, we mostly focused on the local metrics of the information geometry. One thing which is very important, but we did not discuss is Pythagoras theorem for Kullback-Leibler divergence. The Pythagoras theorem provides another benefit of information geometry from a more global viewpoint [4, 5, 12-14, 16, 22] .
Here we did not discuss model selection [1, 7, 27] . But it is important to choose the statistical model which fits the data best among different parametric statistical models. It can be performed by using the Akaike information criteria in combination with the maximum likelihood estimation.
